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What is frogflowC™?

Is frogflowC™ right for me?

frogflowC™ is a drain line maintenance
product designed to clean and deodorize
plumbing systems for commercial use.

A drain line system should have "good" bacteria
residing in it. The naturally occurring bacteria
exist to help break down organic matter in the
drain line such as fats, oils, grease, sugars,
starches and soaps. Drain lines need these good
bacteria to function properly. Using frogflowC™ for
preventative drain line maintenance will add and
also replace the missing good bacteria to the
drain line system which will assure that it
functions properly.
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How does frogflowC™ help in
controlling drain line odors?

How does frogflowC™ work?
frogflowC™ is formulated with highly sensitive
strains of Live Vegetative Bacteria as well as a
powerful Odor Counteractant. When
frogflowC™ is introduced into a commercial
drain line system via battery operated pump,
the active bacteria go to work by consuming
the organic matter in the drain that is
problematic to the system. The end result of
using froglowC™ is a drain line system which
is free of blockage causing build up and
offensive odors!

What types of drain line problems
will frogflowC™ work on?

frogflowC™ eliminates odors from drain lines
by source reduction and odor counteraction.
Generally the source of odors in commercial
drain line systems comes from the decay of
organic matter which build up in drains and
pipework. frogflowC™ works by degrading and
reducing this matter, therefore eliminating the
odor by removing the source! frogflowC™ also
contains powerful odor counteractant which
works to eliminate drain odors rather than just
temporarily covering them up.

Questions?
bluefrog Plumbing + Drain’s
considerate, professional service
experts are highly trained and
knowledgeable. We’d love to
answer any of your questions or
evaluate your plumbing situation
at no cost!

• Grease and Grease Traps
• Soaps
• Starches
• Organic Matter
• Hair
• Odors
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